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Abstract The Forest ecosystem genomics Research:
supporTing Transatlantic Cooperation project (FoResTTraC,
http://www.foresttrac.eu/) sponsored a workshop in August
2010 to evaluate the potential for using a landscape genomics
approach for studying plant adaptation to the environment and
the potential of local populations for coping with changing
climate. This paper summarizes our discussions and articulates a vision of how we believe forest trees offer an unparalleled opportunity to address fundamental biological questions,
as well as how the application of landscape genomic methods
complement to traditional forest genetic approaches that provide critical information needed for natural resource management. In this paper, we will cover four topics. First, we begin
by defining landscape genomics and briefly reviewing the
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unique situation for tree species in the application of this
approach toward understanding plant adaptation to the environment. Second, we review traditional approaches in forest
genetics for studying local adaptation and identifying loci
underlying locally adapted phenotypes. Third, we present
existing and emerging methods available for landscape genomic analyses. Finally, we briefly touch on how these
approaches can aid in understanding practical topics such as
management of tree populations facing climate change.
Keywords Adaptive genetic variation . Climate change .
Environmental association . Forest genetics . Genomics .
Landscape genetics

Introduction
Landscape genomics is the spatially explicit study of
geographic patterns of genome-wide genetic variation
(Holderegger et al. 2006; Manel et al. 2010a; Sork and
Waits 2010). Traditionally, landscape genetics has used selectively neutral genetic markers and focused on the impact
of landscape features in shaping movement of animals, gene
movement of plants via seed and pollen, and geographic
patterns of genetic variation, as discussed in numerous
reviews on the topic (Balkenhol et al. 2009a, b; Cushman
and Landguth 2010; Holderegger and Wagner 2008; Manel
et al. 2003; Segelbacher et al. 2010; Storfer et al. 2007;
Storfer et al. 2010). However, the availability of genomewide sequences, even for non-model systems, creates the
opportunity for a landscape “genomic” approach that can
simultaneously examine the effects of demographic history,
migration, and selection. To do so requires an important step
of identifying genomic regions that underlie phenotypes
involved in local adaptation. The power of landscape
genomics is rooted in the ability to combine information
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on the phenotype, the genotype, and the local environment
of large numbers of spatially referenced samples collected
across landscape scales (Fig. 1). Below, we briefly describe
features of forest trees that make landscape genomic
approaches tractable, and then outline complementary experimental and statistical methods available for assessing
these elements of the adaptive landscape of forest trees.
Trees as a tractable system
Tree species are of particular interest for management and
conservation because of their economic and ecological importance. The effects of climate change on forest health,
including the extant patterns and future potential of local
adaptation, have the potential to directly impact the global
carbon cycle and the rate of climate change due to the huge
amount of carbon sequestered and stored by trees in forested
ecosystems. A landscape genomic approach thus provides
valuable insight for forest conservation and management in
these times of human-induced rapid environmental change.
Forest trees have life history and genomic characteristics
that facilitate the application of a landscape genomic approach to be jointly informative about gene movement and
local adaptation in natural environments. Trees live for long
periods of time in one location, which contrasts dramatically
with the situation of highly mobile animal species or herbaceous plants that can disperse annually (Bradshaw 1972;
Petit and Hampe 2006). Unlike most agricultural crop plants,
forest trees have not been domesticated, with populations
possessing their full complement of genetic diversity
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resulting from natural demographic and selective processes.
Moreover, forest tree populations are often very large and
frequently occupy highly heterogeneous environments,
which results in large amounts of genetic variation within
as well as among populations. High gene flow primarily via
pollen can spread adaptive variants across a landscape, but
selection for local adaptation appears to be strong, as indicated by strong population differentiation for key adaptive
traits (Qst; Savolainen et al. 2007).
Some forest tree species, conifers in particular, have very
large and complex genomes (e.g., conifers have genomes of
20+ GB, Morgante and De Poali 2011), while others have more
moderately sized genomes, such as oaks (∼650–900 Mb in
size, Favre and Brown 1996; Kremer et al. 2007; Zoldos et
al. 1998) and poplars (about 550–650 Mb, Brunner et al. 2004;
Tuskan et al. 2006). An analysis of DNA C-values across many
plant taxa available through the Kew Garden website (http://
data.kew.org/cvalues/) also indicates that trees species vary in
genome size. With the advent of next-generation sequencing
technologies, even the larger and more complex genomes of
conifers are no longer intractable for study and the evolutionary
and adaptive capacity of complex genomes of all sizes present
exciting opportunities for discovery (Mackay et al. 2012).
A low level of linkage disequilibrium (LD) is another
unique characteristic of most tree genomes (Moritsuka et al.
2012; Neale and Savolainen 2004). While this quality has
sometimes been viewed as a liability in the discovery of genes
underlying complex traits, it can now also be seen as an asset.
The low levels of LD are the consequence of high outcrossing
rates, long-distance propagule dispersal, and large effective
population sizes. For landscape genomics, this property of tree
populations makes it easier to identify sequences associated
with specific phenotypes because the causal variants responsible for phenotypic traits can be located specifically within a
sequence, especially once genome-wide marker sets become
available (e.g., Parchman et al. 2012).
Landscape genomic approaches to studying local adaptation

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of how phenotypic, genomic, and geospatial data are combined and analyzed to identify adaptive genetic variation. Disciplinary research areas are in CAPS. Analytical methods
named along sides of triangles combine two data types; methods
named at triangle vertices involve analysis of just one data type

Landscape genomics can utilize any type of genome-wide
marker (e.g., AFLPs or single-nucleotide polymorphisms
(SNPs)). Increasingly, SNPs are preferable for analysis because
they open the possibility of identifying functional genes and
regulatory regions that underlie phenotypes. By analyzing a
large number of SNPs for individuals sampled across a landscape, associations among genotypes, phenotypes and environments that reflect population response to the environment
can be identified. Genome-wide association studies (GWAS)
can be used to identify adaptive genetic variation by associating SNPs with a particular trait (Hancock and Di Rienzo 2008).
This method is particularly effective for model systems such as
Arabidopsis where traits have been mapped onto the genome
(Atwell et al. 2010; Bergelson and Roux 2010; Fournier-Level
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et al. 2011). For non-model species, such as most tree species, a
landscape approach would be to use the association between
environmental gradients and genotypes to identify potential loci
underlying selection. Such associations using high-resolution
genome-wide scans are now feasible for non-model species,
due to the emergence of reduced-representation DNA library
sequencing using restriction-enzymes (e.g., Davey et al. 2011;
Elshire et al. 2011; Miller et al. 2007). These methods can
generate tens of thousands of SNPs across the entire genome
at relatively low cost. While both GWAS and reducedrepresentation sequencing methods may find only a small
number of causal variants of main effect, it is possible to
identify multiple regions that explain a large part of the
variation (e.g., Parchman et al. 2012; see Eckert and Dyer
2012). Moreover, they can be combined with targeted sequencing for candidate genes (e.g., Gnirke et al. 2009) to
increase efficiency of testing whether allele frequencies associated with functional genes show environmental associations.
In short, with large sample sizes of individuals and large
numbers of genome-wide SNPs, landscape genomic analysis
of genetic variation can provide the first level of evidence for
the impact of selection in natural populations.
Traditional approaches to studying local adaptation in forest
trees
Forest genetics has a long tradition of provenance (common
garden) experiments yielding high quality phenotypic data for
among and within-population variation (Langlet 1971). These
experiments have yielded phenotypic data for quantitative
genetic and ecological genetic analyses (Fig. 1). The provenance is the location or climate of origin of genetic materials
from natural populations. Historically, these experiments were
planted on multiple field sites and maintained for decades.
Provenance trials are often partial reciprocal transplant experiments established on several sites. The original purposes of
these trials were to quantify phenotypic differences among
populations and to identify optimal seed sources for reforestation within regions. However, these experiments are now
being repurposed for landscape genomic and climate changerelated objectives. They may provide the opportunity to (1)
quantify genetic clines reflecting local adaptation and identify
the environmental gradients in which they occur; (2) quantify
the degree of population differentiation and identify traits
under divergent selection among environments; and (3) provide opportunities for linking genotypes to phenotypes using
association mapping approaches described below.
Advantages of long-term field provenance trials for studying
local adaptation in forest trees include the ability to assess
survival and growth over the long term in real environments
(Aitken et al. 2008; Chen et al. 2012). Disadvantages include:
the extensive resources needed for establishment and maintenance of forest populations; the long-term nature of data
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collection; and the difficulty of assessing traits other than
survival and growth. Many provenance trials sample populations from within relatively small geopolitical regions, thus
range-wide patterns of variation cannot be studied and the
geographic signal to noise ratio is low. This sampling strategy
often includes fewer provenances than ideal for landscape
genomics. Field test sites often sample only productive area
within these regions, and do not push genotypes to the limits of
their climatic tolerances. Despite these limitations, provenance
trials have generated a wealth of knowledge about local adaptation within tree species, particularly for widespread, economically important species used in reforestation (Morgenstern
1996). They also provide invaluable information on the genetic
basis of clinal patterns of phenotypic traits important to local
adaptation. Knowledge of population differentiation and potentially important phenotype–environment correlations in quantitative traits, such as timing of bud burst, leaf morphology, and
many others, can be used to design landscape genomic studies
and to guide sampling strategies for forest management and
restoration. Well-designed short-term seedling provenance trials in controlled climate growth chambers can supplement
information from field trials by exposing populations to climatic extremes, and to sets of climatic treatments that differentiate
temperature, moisture and photoperiodic effects.
Both long- and short-term seedling common gardens can have
population and landscape-genomic applications that were never
envisioned or were not feasible at the time they were established.
For example, a range-wide short-term common garden experiment was established in 2002 for quantifying phenotypic variation among populations and for assessing neutral population
structure with microsatellite markers in Picea sitchensis
(Mimura and Aitken 2007; 2010). As technologies evolved, these
genetic materials and phenotypes were used to assess population
differences in gene expression to identify candidate genes for bud
phenology and cold hardiness (Holliday et al. 2008), to test for
signatures of selection and identify SNPs in those candidate
genes (Holliday et al. 2010b), and then to associate SNPs with
adaptive phenotypic variation (Holliday et al. 2010a). This
common garden also illustrates a common sampling issue
with many existing trials: the correlations among geographic
distance, climatic distance, and shared population recolonization history made it difficult to adjust for population structure
while retaining signatures of adaptation. In this situation,
adjustments for population structure designed to avoid false
positives for testing SNPs for signatures of local adaptation
can lead to false-negatives and underestimate selection.
However, in many cases, these approaches are yielding meaningful results (see Eckert et al. 2012).
Identifying loci under divergent selection
Barrett and Hoekstra (2011) describe two general approaches
that can be used to find genes underlying complex adaptive
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traits. The “top-down” approach analyzes genotypic and phenotypic variation to find marker loci that co-segregate with
phenotypic variation for putatively locally adaptive traits,
either using quantitative trait loci (QTL) mapping or association mapping of individuals in common gardens (ecological
genomics; Fig. 1). This can be done using relatively few
markers for specific candidate gene loci, or using a wholegenome scan with many markers. QTL mapping was a more
commonly used approach before whole-genome scan technology was widely available.
QTL mapping uses a pedigreed mapping population usually comprising full-sib progeny arrays from known parents to
identify genomic regions containing loci associated with phenotypic variation. It relies on linkage disequilibrium between
markers and causal loci, and thus a given QTL trait may be
population or pedigree specific. This approach has been quite
widely used in forest trees to search for genes controlling
complex traits such as growth, phenology, disease resistance,
cold hardiness, drought tolerance, and wood properties (Table
6-5, Nichols and Neale 2010), and extensive population
resources have been developed for some species. In some
cases, these resources have been put into clonal archives
where researchers can access these materials for future investigations (http://dendrome.ucdavis.edu/ftgsc). For example,
QTLs for bud phenology and cold hardiness have been found
in Quercus spp. (Derory et al. 2010; Gailing et al. 2009), Pinus
sylvestris (Hurme et al. 1997; 2000) and Pseudotsuga menziesii (Jermstad et al. 2001a, b; 2003).
The other top-down approach is genetic association mapping, where the genomic mapping resolution is much greater
than QTL mapping due to low linkage disequilibrium in
natural population samples compared to pedigreed progeny
arrays (e.g., Eveno et al. 2008; Ingvarsson et al. 2008;
Grivet et al. 2011; Pelgas et al. 2011; Prunier et al. 2011;
Chen et al. 2012). Association mapping can be conducted
using a single, un-pedigreed mapping population, or using
individuals sampled from multiple populations and adjusted
for population structure. It can focus on SNPs within candidate genes, or can use a whole-genome scan approach.
This ecological genomic approach (see Fig. 1) has been used
to identify candidate gene associations with bud phenology
and cold hardiness in P. menziesii (Eckert et al. 2009a) and
P. sitchensis (Holliday et al. 2010a).
The alternative to the “top-down” approach is of course the
“bottom-up” approach, requiring genotypes but not phenotypes
(e.g., Gonzalez-Martinez et al. 2006; Ingvarsson et al. 2008;
Eveno et al. 2008; Grivet et al. 2011; Pelgas et al. 2011; Prunier
et al. 2011; Chen et al. 2012). Here, marker loci (usually SNPs)
are genotyped in individuals from different populations or environments, and tested for patterns of variation that indicate they
are under selection (population genomics; Fig. 1). The loci
tested in a bottom-up approach can either originate from candidate genes or from a whole-genome scan. Multiple methods
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have been developed for this type of analysis and have all been
applied to tree populations. Examples include methods based on
the site-frequency spectrum (e.g., Eckert et al. 2009b), methods
based on correlations with environmental variables (e.g., Eckert
et al. 2010b), and those based on allele frequency differences
among populations (e.g., Prunier et al. 2011). The most popular
of these for the study of local adaptation in forest trees are
methods that identify outliers with respect to population structure (i.e., Fst outlier analysis). Fst outlier analyses to identify loci
showing strong differentiation across populations do not require
spatially explicit data because they do not associate allele frequencies with environmental gradients, but they can identify loci
under selection when compared either to the entire genome or to
a set of non-candidate markers. Significant outliers may indicate
divergent selection and a role in local adaptation as well as
purifying selection for those loci that are less differentiated than
expected (e.g., Beaumont and Nichols 1996; Bonin et al. 2007;
Joost et al. 2007). However, significant outliers are not always
reliable indicators of selection and demographic history can
generate a large number of false positives. A landscape genomic
approach based on association between SNPs and environmental gradients can be another source of evidence for the impact of
selection. This environmental association analysis is particularly
powerful when a large sample of SNPs included in the design so
that it is possible to separate out the genome-wide impact of
demographic history from local selection on individual loci.
The advantage of the bottom-up approach is that costly and
time-consuming common garden experiments are not needed,
and no prior knowledge of phenotypic traits involved in local
adaptation is required. One disadvantage is that environmental
association analyses do not necessarily relate a variant under
selection to a phenotype. A second disadvantage is that most
phenotypic traits involved in local adaptation are highly polygenic, with phenotypic variation resulting from several to many
genes. Kremer and Le Corre (2012) recently showed through
simulations that if phenotypic traits involve more than a few
genes, the underlying loci may show only modest levels of
population differentiation (Fst), similar to that of selectively
neutral loci, even when there is strong population differentiation for the phenotypic trait (Qst). Nonetheless, environmental
association analysis does not necessarily require large allele
frequency difference among populations when numerous populations are sampled across a gradient (see Eckert et al. 2010b).
Combined approaches that utilize information on population phenotypes, genotypes, and environments will be the
most informative for understanding the genetic and genomic
basis of local adaptation to forest trees, the environmental
characteristics that drive divergent selection, and the phenotypic traits that confer fitness to those environments
(Anderson et al. 2011, Barrett and Hoekstra 2011). The various methods used in top-down and bottom-up approaches
mentioned above have different sensitivities to the detection
of loci under selection partly due to differences in the genomic
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architecture of adaptive traits (Kremer and Le Corre 2012) and
also due to differences across loci in the timing and strength of
selection and overall differences in the background level of
differentiation across loci (Le Corre and Kremer 2012). One
way to approach these discrepancies is to use the bottom-up
approach first and the top-down approach second, as illustrated in Eckert et al. (Eckert et al. 2009a, b; see Box 1, Fig. 2).

Box 1: Loblolly pine (Pinus taeda L.) as a case study in determining patterns of adaptive
variation across a landscape
A series of studies in Pinus taeda illustrate how a multi-faceted approach can be used to
discover the genes underlying complex adaptive traits and determine patterns of adaptive
variation in these genes across the natural range of loblolly pine (Fig. 2). These studies were
done over a 5-year period (2006-2011) and all employed first-generation Sanger sequencing
technology. To begin, the “bottom-up” approach was used to discover SNPs and estimate
departures from selective neutrality in a small number of candidate genes thought to be involved
in water-use efficiency (Gonzalez-Martinez et al. 2006). Statistical tests for departure from
selective neutrality suggested that two genes might be under selection, one of which was
annotated as the early-response-drought gene (erd3). Next, the “top-down” association approach
was used to test for associations between alleles of these genes and water-use efficiency, as
measured by carbon isotope ratios (Gonzalez-Martinez et al. 2008). In this case, five genes were
associated with water-use efficiency, including two dehydrin genes, but not the erd3 gene. These
results affirm the recommendation of Barrett and Hoekstra (2011) that multiple approaches are
really essential. These two studies, which were essentially repeated a few years later using a very
large set of candidate genes (Cumbie et al. 2011), illustrate the emerging genomic studies to link
specific genes to phenotypes under selection.
Following these “top-down” and “bottom-up” studies, two landscape genomic studies
were conducted to search for patterns of adaptation in genes across the landscape. Two different
approaches were used and in both methods correction for association due solely to demographic
effects was implemented. In the first, an association approach was used where an index for
environmental aridity was associated with genotype (Eckert et al. 2010b). Five loci associated
with aridity were found in this study. In the second approach, a Bayesian approach was used to
search for association among candidate gene genotypes and a suite of geographic and
environmental factors, including aridity (Eckert et al. 2010a). This approach revealed yet another
set of genes potentially responding to selection and underlying local adaptation.
The studies describe a pluralistic approach that might be used to discover genes
underlying complex adaptive traits in forest trees and identify patterns of local adaptation across
heterogeneous landscapes. Next-generation sequencing technologies will allow such studies to be

conducted at a genome-wide level with 1,000s or even 10,000s of geo-referenced samples. With
careful sampling designs, studies in forest trees are well positioned to shed new light on the
molecular basis of local adaptation in plants (Eckert and Dyer 2012).

Statistical methods in landscape genomics
Landscape genomic methods offer powerful approaches for
identifying the geographic mosaic of adaptation correlated
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with environmental factors than do the purely genotypic and
phenotypic methods described above (see landscape
genomics; Fig. 1). One approach is to genotype individuals
from populations across a heterogeneous landscape for
SNPs within loci that are identified to functional gene
sequences, followed by an outlier analysis of correlation
probabilities between these individual SNPs and a specific
environmental factor (e.g., Coop et al. 2010; Hancock et al.
2008), referred to as an environmental association analysis
or environmental outlier analysis. Ideally, an independent
set of hundreds or thousands of non-candidate random or
putatively neutral SNPs can be used to control for the
background demographic history experienced by the entire
genome. The method of Coop et al. (2010) called Bayenv uses
a Bayesian Markov chain Monte Carlo analysis to generate an
initial null model of how SNP frequencies vary across
sites and then tests whether correlations of candidate gene
SNPs associated with particular environmental variables
are stronger than expected under a null model. Eckert et
al. (2010a) successfully used Bayenv to identify specific
individual SNPs and their association with individual
climate variables, which requires adjustment for the numerous multiple correlation tests. Several studies introduce techniques to conduct environmental association
analyses (e.g., Eckert et al. 2010a; Foll and Gaggiotti
2006; Fumagalli et al. 2011; Joost et al. 2007), but the
Kang et al. (2010) method is probably the most robust and
versatile for a variety of sample designs. However, all of
them share the same limitation of testing a large number
of SNPs and climate variables one at a time for phenotypic traits that are often polygenic and for which epistatic
interactions may be more important (Holliday et al. 2012;
Le Corre and Kremer 2012).
We propose that landscape genomic studies should consider applying multivariate statistical approaches (e.g.,
Kremer et al. 1997, Grivet et al. 2008) to genome-wide
sampled loci, following an earlier tradition of forest genetics
that deployed multivariate statistics to identify seed zones
(Westfall and Conkle 1992). Community ecologists have
also used such methods to analyze species diversity patterns
because the data are highly multidimensional or multivariate
and their variance is expected to display spatial structures
across landscapes as species respond to both neutral and
adaptive processes.
Multivariate statistical models offer several advantages.
First, multivariate statistics can simultaneously examine
multiple loci without blurring the effects of individual genes
(Lasky et al. 2012; Mosca et al. 2012). These multivariate
tests can be used without assuming multivariate normality.
Second, it is possible to apply a global test of significance to
multivariate data without the need for any correction due to
multiple tests, which is required when conducting multiple
tests of SNPs to get correct experiment-wise error rate. If the
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Fig. 2 The bottom-up (left) and top-down (right) approaches for
identifying adaptive genetic variation. The bottom-up approach starts
with the definition of putatively adaptive genes using model plant species
and then progresses to link variant alleles of these genes with phenotypes
or the environment. Here an example from loblolly pine (Pinus taeda L.)
is used to illustrate the point for carbon isotope ratios measured within
two common gardens (e.g., Gonzalez-Martinez et al. 2008; see also
Cumbie et al. 2011). The top-down approach starts with genome-wide
marker sets and aims to identify adaptive genetic variation from a large

sample of random markers. An example from loblolly pine is used to
illustrate linking environmental variation (e.g., a principal component
(PC) based on climate variables) with genetic variation for thousands of
single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in an effort to identify those
overly associated with the environment (e.g., Eckert et al. 2010a). The
difference between these approaches, however, lies in the a priori specification of putatively adaptive genes and not with the type of association
analysis (i.e., phenotypes versus environment)

overall test is significant and a sufficient number of adaptive
SNPs are included, one can proceed to assessing the effects
of individual genes (with or without a formal testing procedure). Finally, multivariate methods provide useful summary graphs that allow the visualization of results for multiple
genes and multiple environmental variables and help in their
interpretation. We anticipate that future landscape genomic
studies will utilize multivariate tools, but these studies will
also need to design their data collection and models so that
they control for spatial autocorrelation of genotypes due to
isolation by distance and shared demographic history
(Vasemagi and Primmer 2005).

Among the methods of multivariate analysis, a first category comprises descriptive methods, like ordination (e.g.,
principal component analysis, PCA) and clustering.
Ordination methods plot the observations along the main
axes of variation (gradients) of the multivariate data, allowing researchers to see how the populations sampled are
distributed along these gradients and how the different genes
are related to these gradients. Clustering or partitioning
methods produce coarser models of the data that are divided
into groups under the hypothesis that discontinuities exist
among the groups. These statistical methods are often applied to survey data as a first contact to learn something
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about them, like the main ordination trends and the loadings
in PCA. With a large number of loci, PCA of genetic data
can provide detailed maps that correspond to geographic
and environmental features.
A second important category of statistical methods, which
should also prove important in landscape genomics, contains
methods to analyze the spatial structure of multivariate response data. New methods have recently been proposed to
learn about the multi-scale spatial structure of the data, and
derived methods such as multi-scale ordination (Wagner
2003;Wagner 2004) and multi-scale variation partitioning
(Peres-Neto et al. 2006). These methods that include spatial
eigenfunction analyses, such as principle coordinates of
neighbor matrices, Moran's eigenvector maps (MEM) and
asymmetric eigenvector maps (Blanchet et al. 2008; Borcard
and Legendre 2002; Borcard et al. 2004; Dray et al. 2006;
Griffith and Peres-Neto 2006) have recently been reviewed by
Legendre and Legendre (2012, Chapter 14). One example of
this approach is a landscape genetic study of Arabis alpina that
associated AFLP allele frequencies of populations with climate
variables controlling for geographic structure (Manel et al.
2010b; 2012). By incorporating broad-scale MEM as explanatory variables that serve as proxies for unmeasured environmental variables, the authors found that the same climate
factors, temperature and precipitation, were associated with
AFLP allele distributions across 13 alpine species. These spatial
ecology methods hold promise for future modeling with SNPs.
A third category contains methods to analyze the relationships between multivariate genetic data and multivariate environmental variables, such as canonical analysis (or
constrained ordination). Sork et al. (2010) used canonical
correlation analysis of Quercus lobata data in California to
show that gradients in climate variables were associated with
multivariate genetic data even after controlling for spatial
autocorrelation due to location, thus providing evidence that
selection is shaping the genetic structure of populations and
identifying which climate variables are most correlated. The
CCA method, which assumes no cause and effect between
genetic and environmental variables, can control for demographic effects, if spatial autocorrelation is included in the
model design. Redundancy analysis (RDA) and partial RDA
analyses are alternative and robust approaches that can control
for spatial effects while analyzing others. RDA which is
analogous to a multivariate regression analysis, has been
applied to the analysis of gene expression data in mussels
(Boutet et al. 2009), to association analysis of SNPs in populations of Arabidopsis thaliana throughout Europe with climate variation (Lasky et al. 2012), and to multivariate
genomic and transcriptomic data in trees (Sork et al. unpublished MS, Gugger, Cokus, and Sork unpublished data). It is
possible to carry out correct tests of significance of the response to environmental data in the presence of spatial correlation (Peres-Neto and Legendre 2010).
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One statistical challenge in clinal analysis of genetic
variation is how to best sample the landscape in order to
separate the effects of selectively neutral processes, including gene flow and demographic history, from selection. This
challenge is present whether variation is in the form of
phenotypic data from common gardens or molecular marker
data, as mentioned above. These effects are dependent on:
(1) physical distance, (2) differential selection, which is
dependent on environmental distance, (3) patterns of phenotypic variation among populations, and (4) on quantitative trait variation within populations (Savolainen et al.
2007; Yeaman and Jarvis 2006). For landscape clinal analyses, the number of localities sampled is essential. Including
samples from many locations with varying geographic and
climate distances among them facilitates the identification of
genes under positive selection and specific SNP alleles
associated with phenotypes (St. Clair et al. 2005). In contrast to some traditional forest genetic approaches that involve sampling tens of individuals per location and few
locations, allowing for quantification of within- as well as
among-population variation based on allele frequencies
(e.g., Coop et al. 2010), some landscape genomic and clinal
analyses are powerful when using seeds from just one or
two parents per location and sampling a larger number of
localities (e.g., Sork et al. 2010, St. Clair et al. 2005). This
sampling approach has been used effectively in forest tree
genecological studies (see, Campbell 1979, Langlet 1971).
In sum, any sampling strategies that reduce correlations
between neutral genetic distance resulting from demographic history, and environmental distance will be less subject to
false positive signals of adaptation.
Tree phenotypic response to climate change
Globally, tree populations are facing an enormous threat
from rapid climate change, as their long generation time
limits their capacity to adapt readily putting them at particular risk (Aitken et al. 2008). Landscape genomics has the
potential to quantify the capacity for populations to adapt to
new climatic conditions, to identify geographic regions
where tree populations may not have sufficient diversity
for rapid adaptation, and to guide seed choices for reforestation in areas likely to experience warmer climates than
currently exist. Studies are needed where population differentiation, clinal analyses of environmental data, and markerphenotype associations can be analyzed using phenotypic
data from multiple sites or environments.
Quantifying phenotypic population response functions,
also known as norms of reaction, to an environmental factor
such as temperature or moisture requires multiple common
garden test environments, including some that exceed population tolerances (Aitken et al. 2008). Where adequate
field-based provenance trials are not already established,
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short-term common garden experiments in controlled climate
environments testing responses to varying temperature and
moisture regimes can rapidly provide the necessary data.
Such data allow a robust assessment of genotype-byenvironment interaction, phenotypic plasticity, and population
responses. This approach is particularly important for predicting the effects of climate change on populations because
response functions predict the performance of a single population across a range of climatic conditions. The recently
developed universal response function (URF) combines data
from multiple environments for multiple provenances, and
quantifies both the genetic (provenance, reflecting past selection) and environmental (site, reflecting phenotypic plasticity)
components on phenotypes (Wang et al. 2010). By combining
observations across provenances and sites, or even between
experiments, the URF approach requires smaller sample sizes
than traditional response function analyses. Future work will
be needed to integrate provenance analyses with genomic data
to identify causal variants to genotype–environment interactions (e.g., Crossa et al. 2010). Results from A. thaliana
suggest that some loci may be adaptive in some environments
and selectively neutral in others (Fournier-Level et al. 2011).
In the end, a combination of landscape genomic analyses of
adaptive genetic and phenotypic variation will be necessary to
understand the ability of natural tree populations to adapt to
rapid climate change. This integration will allow for a rigorous
assessment of the need for human interventions such as assisted migration to relocate populations within existing species
ranges, or to assist the range expansion of species.
Summary and conclusions
Landscape genomic approaches provide valuable tools for
understanding how selection in natural forest tree populations
is shaping local adaptation, while controlling for the potentially confounding historical impacts of gene flow and genetic
drift. By using the latest high throughput genome sequencing
tools to genotype a large number of SNPs across the genome,
and associating those markers with climatic and other environmental variables, it is possible to begin to sort out adaptive
from neutral variation. Moreover, the growing availability of
genomic resources developed for tree species allows us to
identify specific loci associated with traits that underlie plant
fitness. These resources for some trees include a completely
sequenced and annotated genome, while other species have a
growing number of EST libraries for functional genes. Thus,
landscape genomic methods allow us to test for correlations
between climate and SNP frequencies across landscapes, and
describe geographic patterns of adaptive genetic variation
using existing or new genomic resources. For many forest
trees, provenance common gardens at multiple sites will allow
complementary information on how genes identified through
landscape genomic analysis contribute to phenotypes, while
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for others, new short- or long-term common gardens containing more strategically sampled material will be needed. All
this genetic and environmental information provides a valuable foundation for analyzing how tree populations might
respond to climate change. Thus, landscape genomics is a
useful tool for understanding the extent to which climate has
shaped geographic genetic structure in the past, and for identifying forest populations that may be at risk with the predicted
rapid future climate change.
Recommendations for future research directions and priorities
1. Successful application of landscape genomics research in forest trees is dependent on easy access
to well-curated and comprehensive data resources.
While published genomic data are usually curated
and publically available, the same tradition does not
exist for the vast phenotypic data collected from
provenance trials or for the corresponding environmental data. Thus, a priority area must be funding
for and required use of databases that capture and
curate genomic, phenotypic and environmental data
for a large number of species.
2. Scientific collaborations between those focused on phenotypic studies and those involved in population and
landscape genomics should be increased. The former
tend to be conducted by applied resource management
agencies, while the latter are concentrated in academic
institutions. The archiving of tissue samples (e.g., desiccated leaf samples stored at room temperature) from
individuals being phenotyped in short- and long-term
provenance common gardens would greatly facilitate
future landscape genomic studies at relatively low cost.
Data from a broader range of species with different life
histories is also needed as the existing literature is
dominated by commercially important, wide-ranging,
abundant wind-pollinated and wind-dispersed temperate
and boreal species (e.g., widespread conifers).
3. Increased support for development of bioinformatic tools
and interfaces to facilitate easy access to and foster broad
usage of the database resources. Greater attention to appropriate spatial scales between genetic (sampling) data
and downscaled climatic data is also needed, which may
require methodological innovations in down-scaling the
climate data to facilitate the appropriate sampling design.
4. Future research in landscape genomics needs to integrate geospatial genetic analysis with traditional population genetic theory. Statistical methods are available to
control for background genetic structure, but better
sampling design and improved analytical methods will
make it easier to separate effects of demographic history
and migration from the effects of selection on genetic
variation in continuously distributed forest populations,
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which typically have high gene flow and weak population structure across large environmental gradients.
5. Future landscape genomic analysis and clinal analyses
should take advantage of existing spatial ecological
analytical methods. Multivariate statistical models will
offer a useful tool for understanding the role of multiple
loci and factors, and they do not require multivariate
normality. One advantage is that they can provide a
global test of significance prior to tests of individual
genes that will indicate whether a structure or relationship is present in the multivariate data without the need
for any correction. If the overall test is significant, one
can proceed to assessing the effect of individual genes
(with or without a formal testing procedure).
6. We recommend that future work on response to climate
change translate existing geospatial genetic analyses
into predictions of adaptive responses that are applicable to forest genetic resource conservation and management for future climates.
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